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1 Introduction

Development projects often involve assembly land from a variety of different owners to form

a large continguous plot. Such aggregation makes it possible to operate the project on

a large scale, which can confer efficiency benefits. However, the aggregation process can

simultaneously raise issues. On the one hand, small landowners may try hold-out strategies,

with the aim of extracting the full surplus of the project, and the potential for holdouts may

discourage initiation of the project in the first place. On the other hand, small landowners

may themselves be in a weak bargaining position, with no alternative to take-it-or-leave-it

offers from the large operator running the project. To address these issues in the oil industry,

many states have adopted a forced-pooling policy. With this policy, a regulator defines a

spacing unit that aggregates the land interests of potentially many owners, and orders the

revenues and costs of the operation to be shared proportionate to the land holdings on the

spacing unit. Forced pooling obviously shuts down the ability of a small landowner to play

a hold-out strategy. But, the policy also can protect the interests of the small landowner.

Rather than accept a take-it-or-leave-it offer from the large firm running the oil operation,
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the land owner can lease to an alternative company, which then becomes a nonoperator

shareholder of the operation, sharing revenues and costs on the unit proportionately. The

landowner can potentially play the operator and nonoperator firms off against each other,

to the landowner’s advantage.

In this paper we examine competition for land under a forced-pooling policy, in an envi-

ronment where significant economies of density make it efficient to run a large-scale, contigu-

ous operation. A key feature of the environment is that the scale of a regulated spacing unit

is small relative to the efficient overall scale of the operation. In the analysis landowners

who happen to be at borderlines, where contiguous operations flip from one company to

another, fare better than landowners situated deep in the interior of a particular company’s

operations. The reason is that competition for land is stronger when rivals compete as

operators, rather than operators versus nonoperators. In the interior of a firm’s operations,

it is not economically feasible for a second operator to come in and run a small scale op-

eration. Therefore in the interior, land owners enjoy weaker competition, operator versus

nonoperator, than the stronger operator versus operator competition enjoyed at boundary

regions. When operators compete, they take into account the benefit the operation will have

on their entire configurations of activities. However, from the perspective of the accounting

on a given spacing unit, these benefits are external, i.e. they do not show up on the costs

and benefits that are shared by forced pooling on a particular spacing unit. A nonoperator

bidding for land will not take benefits external to the spacing unit into consideration.

The first contribution of the paper is to develop a model of competition for land with

economies of density. The model incorporates the incentives for operator firms to become

the majority shareholder to gain control of spacing units. The model takes into account

that firms bidding for land may have to make up-front investments in search costs to track

down and negotiate with land owners, and that these search costs can influence how much

competition takes place. The model also allows for there to be differences in the treatment

of operator and nonoperators at the spacing-unit level that are distinct form the issue of
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economies of density and that stem from advantages of control to the operator. The analysis

derives implications regarding how various forces incorporated into the model would show

up in the data.

The second contribution of the paper is to examine the empirical implications of the

model in the competition for land in the Bakken oil fields of North Dakota. The recent

development of these fields is a huge project that has turned North Dakota into the second

largest U.S. producing state after Texas, and the oil from these fields is widely credited as

being a significant contributor to the recent collapse in world oil prices. The extraction

process for this oil is costly and complex, and it is widely appreciated in the industry that

the are significant economies of density from running large contiguous operations, suggesting

this as a promising case to examine the theory. North Dakota is a forced-pooling state and

the standard spacing unit is a two-by-one mile rectangle. The size is dictated by the well

lengths which are drilled two miles across in a horizontal direction (after being drilling two

miles down vertically). A single well costs on the order of 8 million dollars and a two-by-one

mile spacing unit may accommodate 8 or more wells, representing an investment of over

50 million dollars. Yet this investment is dwarfed by the overall scale of a typical firm’s

operations in which many spacing units are operated side-by-side in a continguous fashion.

The map of the area in Figure 1 makes this clear. The small squares seen in the map are

one square mile land sections that were surveyed by the Public Land Survey System in the

1800s, and that form the basis of land registration in North Dakota. A spacing unit is

generally made up of two sections. In the map, the operations of different firms are assigned

different colors. The map shows that the continguous operations of individual firms are

quite large, in some cases over one hundred square miles. Spacing units tend to be small

relative to these scales of operations.

The paper relates to several literatures. There is a literature on pooling and whether it is

forced or not. (See Libecap and Wiggens (1984, 1985), Eubanks and Mueller (1986).) One

key difference in our study is our focus on how forced pooling interacts with economies of
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density. There is also a broader literature on empirical analysis of oil fields including recent

papers by Kellogg (2014) and Covert (2014). In fact Covert’s paper studies the Bakken as

we do here, but his topic is completely different, as he focuses on firm learning. Paper relates

to a literature on economies of density, including Holmes (2011), and Holmes and Lee (2012),

and competition in the presence of economies of density, include Jia (2008). Finally, the

paper includes an analysis of borders where operators change that is reminiscent of Holmes

(1998).

2 Model

We model the development of an oil field. We take as given the boundaries of spacing units

as determined by state regulators, and that the state imposes forced-pooling on the spacing

units. That is, oil revenues and well costs are pooled on the spacing unit on a pro rata

basis. Timing in the model consists of four stages. In stage 1, firms engage in search for

landowners. We think of this as up-front investment prior to negotiations with individual

land owners. In stage 2, land is leased and payments to landowners are determined, as well

as the identifies of leaseholders. In stage three, leaseholders choose one of the firms to be

the operator of wells on the spacing unit. In stage 4, production takes place, and revenues

and costs are shared across leaseholders. We now turn to specifics.

2.1 Spacing Units

Spacing units, which we also refer to as sites, are indexed by  ∈ {1 2 }. Let  be the
acreage of parcel  of site . Total acreage of spacing  equals  =

P
 


. It will often

be convenient to specify variables on a per acre basis. Let  be the present value of net oil

revenue, per acre of land, that will result from development of that will accrue on spacing

unit  after it is developed. Oil prices are left in the background, and we focus on revenue.

Some land has more oil than others and these difference in land quality will be reflected in
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differences in .

Firms are indexed by  ∈ {1 2  }. Firms potentially vary in the cost to develop a

given site. They also may different in the incremental contribution to their overall network of

wells should they develop the site. Specifically let + be the cost per acre of developing

site  when firm  is the operator. The term  may reflect inherent efficiency advantages

that firm  has, and also cost advantages the firm might have from having a network of

nearby wells. The component  is a random cost shock unrelated to density economies

that we explain further below. Next, let  be the incremental density benefits to firm

’s network of wells should it develop site . For now, we take  and  as given and

study what happens at site . Below we explain how we make both  and  endogenous

variables depending upon firm ’s overall network.

In stage 1, firms make initial search cost investments in land acquisition. These are

specific to land at a particular site. Let  be the level of investment by firm  on spacing

 These investments result in a probability distribution over whether or not firm  has an

opportunity to bid for land on parcel  of spacing  in stage 2. This is a tractable way to

introduce search costs. The motivation for explicitly incorporating search is to take into

account that more valuable land might attract more searchers. The approach is flexible and

we can allow the search costs to vary by type of land, e.g., whether state land or private,

and across firms. Formally, let  be an indicator variable for whether or not firm  is

able to compete for parcel  of spacing  in stage 2. Let  be a vector specifying the

outcomes across  and . Let (|) be the probability distribution over  given a vector
 = (1 2 ) of investments by firms on spacing . Assume that the probability of

bidding eligibility of firm  for each parcel  is strictly increasing in own investment  and

is independent of investment 0 by rivals 
0 6= .

In stage 2, competition for land occurs, taking the eligibility vector  as given. The

vector  = (1 2 ) of spacing  costs across firms as well as an analogous vector 

of density benefits are also taken as given. We model the process as a sequence Bertrand
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price games, or equivalently, a sequence of first price auctions. For simplicity, we take the

sequencing order as exogenous, and without loss of generality assume that parcel  = 1 is

auctioned first, parcel 2 is auctioned second, and so on. Each eligible bidder , i.e., those

with  = 1, submits a bid . Assume that land owners always have an outside option,

and we denote this by  = 0. Define 0 as the exogenous outside option bid. Each

landowner experiences a preference shock for the value of each of the bids, which we denote

. We assume this is type 1 extreme value which results in the standard logit probability

formulas. The  variable incorporates random factors affecting the decision beyond the

bid. For example, the leasing process for private land involve specialists called landmen

contacting landowners to make offers. A particular land owner  might find the landman’s

sales pitch for firm  particularly convincing, and this would correspond to a high value .

Putting the bid and the random shock together, we write the utility of option  as

 =  + ,

for  such that  = 1 (eligible bidders), which we note always includes  = 0. The land

owner picks the eligible bidder  with the highest . Let  be an indicator variable

denoting whether firm  is selected by land owner .

At the end of stage 2, leasing allocations have all be finalized, and we move to stage 3,

where the operator is selected. At the beginning of stage 3, the random cost shock  for

each firm is realized. This is type 1 extreme value and let  = (1 2  ) be the

vector of realizations. After  is realized, the operator is chosen on the basis of majority

rule, given leaseholds. Let ̄ denote the index of the firm chosen to be the operator of site

. Let  be an indicator variable for whether firm  is the operator of site .

In stage 4 production takes place, with pooling of revenues and costs according to land

ownership. We previously noted that net revenue per acre is  and cost per acre is +.

There is an additional cost of  per acre incurred by nonoperators. This captures an
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advantage that the operator has from control that translates into extra profitability on the

share of the site that the operator holds. For example, development of the site might

incur significant costs, potentially 50 million dollars. The operator calls the shots of when

this investment takes places. If we introduce capital market considerations, the operator

might be able to time things for when it has ready cash flow. Nonoperators don’t have the

flexibility to decide on the specific timing.

2.2 Spacing Units as Part of a Larger Oil Field

Let  = (1 2 ) be the summary vector indicating all the wells for which firm  is

the operator across the  sites. Let the density cost function be

 = ().

In general this relationship will depend upon the geographic structure of the site. In

particular, we expect that the cost of  to operate  will be lower it it operates an additional

well that is close by, compared to one that is far, everything else the same. For now, we leave

the geographic structure in the background and say only that () is weakly decreasing

in , i.e. if  operates additional wells in the oil field it can only lower costs of it operating

site .

Next let  = (0 1  ) be the complete description of which firms operate which

sites. When we work through the model, we will show how to use  and the form of the

cost function (·) to derive the density benefit .

2.3 Equilibrium

We begin by defining equilibrium on a particular spacing unit. Take  and  as fixed for

a given spacing unit . And to begin with, leave the subscript for site  implicit.
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2.3.1 Stage 4: Production

We work backwards, and begin the analysis at stage 4. As of stage 4, the identity of the

operator (̄) is already determined, since this takes place in stage 3. Leaseholders and their

holdings are also determined, as leases are allocated in stage 2. Recall the notation that 

is the indicator variable for which firm  is the leaseholder of parcel  (again we leave site 

implicit). Total acres of leased land by firm  equals

 =

X
=1


.

Let the entire vector of leaseholds by the firms be denoted  = (0 1  ). Firm profits

depend upon leaseholds , the operator’s cost ̄, the density benefit ̄, the random cost

shock ̄, and whether the firm is the operator or nonoperator, as follows,

̄ ( ̄ ̄ ̄) = ̄
¡
 − ̄ − ̄

¢
+ ̄. (1)

 ( ̄ ̄) = 
¡
 − ̄ − ̄ − 

¢
,  6= ̄.

To see this, note that − ̄ − ̄ is revenue net of costs of extraction per acre, when firm

̄ is the operator. This is scaled by the firm’s acreage. In addition, the operator gets a

density benefit ̄ that does not show up on the accounting statements of the particular site,

but lowers the costs of other sites operated by the same firm. Thus ̄ appears in operator’s

return, but not the nonoperators. Note also the density benefit is not weighted by acreage

on site . Next observe that for a nonoperator’s profit, there is a deduction of  per acre,

capturing any disadvantages of loss of control of timing decisions on the particular site.

2.3.2 Stage 3: Operator Choice

The random vector of firm specific cost shocks  = (01 ) is realized at the beginning

of period 3. The vector of leaseholds  is previously determined in period 2. Given the
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vectors ,   and , the operator is selected on the basis of majority rule. To determine

the outcome, define ∗ to be the index of the firm that maximizes nonoperator return,

∗ ≡ argmax
0 6=

 ( 0  0)

Note that since  ≥ 0 and  ≥ 0, it follows that

∗

(∗


 ∗


 ∗


 ∗


) ≥ ∗


(∗


 ∗


 ∗


),

i.e. if ∗ maximizes nonoperator return, then ∗ prefers being the operator to any other

outcome. Now suppose that given the vector of leaseholds , some firm  has 50 percent or

more of the land. If  = ∗ , the majority holder chooses itself to be operator. If instead

 6= ∗ , then the majority holder will choose itself as operator if

 (  ) ≥  ( ∗ + )

Otherwise it will choose ∗ to be operator. Next suppose that no firm has 50 percent. It

is immediate that ∗ will win any pairwise vote with any other alternative. Hence, ∗ is

the outcome of majority rule. Let ̃(   ) denote the operator choice outcome given

the state, with ̃(   ) = 1 indicating that  is the operator.

Integrating over realizations of , let 3 (  ) denote the expected value of firm  going

into stage 3, given leaseholds  and costs  and density benefits . We can write this as

3 (  ) = 
3
 (  )

£
 |    = 1

¤
+
³
1− 

3
 (  )

´

£
 |    = 0

¤
,

where 
3
 (  ) is the probability as of the beginning of stage 3 that  will become the

operator.
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2.3.3 Stage 2: Leasing

The leasing stage can be divided up into sub periods, as the auction for each parcel takes

place sequentially. We use  to denote the subperiods. In particular, let  denote the

allocation of land at the end of subperiod  with 0 = (0 0) be the initial allocation. Recall

that  is a vector of indicator variables  specifying which firms are eligible to participate

in which auctions. Define 2(   ) be the value at the send of substage . Note that

2(    ) = 3 (  ),

i.e., the value at the end of stage 2 after all  parcels are auctioned equals the value going

into stage 3.

When land parcel  comes up for bid, the eligible bidders simultaneously submit bids

. Note the outside good  = 0 is always eligible and the bid is fixed at 0. Given type

1 extreme value on the random shocks, and given a vector of bids, the probability that an

eligible firm  wins is

( −) =
exp()P

{|=1} exp(

)
.

Firm  knows the eligible bidders and takes the vector of other bids − as given. In a Nash

equilibrium of price competition

 = argmax 

( −)

£
2(

0
   )− 


¤
+

X
{0 6==1}

0( −)
2
(

0
0    ),

where 0 and 
0
0means update −1 to take into account who obtains the lease. The first

term above accounts for the probability that firm  obtains the lease, in which case it pays

 per acre for the 
 acres. The summation term accounts for the probability firm  does

not get the lease. Here we keep track of who does win, because this might effect returns in

subsequent play.

The value to firm  as of the end of subperiod − 1 is denoted 2−1(−1   ) and it
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equals the maximized value of the above problem.

We write 20(0   ) to denote expected return to firm  at the beginning of period 2,

before any land is auctioned.

2.4 Stage 1: Land Search

Let  = (1 2 ) be the vector of search expenditures. These determine the probability

distribution of .

A Nash equilibrium in search expenditure solves

 = argmax
0

X


(|0 −)20(0   )− 0

Let ∗( ) be the equilibrium vector of search activity. Let 1 ( ) be the expected value

as of the beginning of stage 1 for firm  on the particular parcel, given  and .

2.4.1 Density Economies

We now return to explicitly keeping track of the site index . For example, 1( ) is the

expected return at the beginning of stage 1 at site  to firm , given the vectors  and .

Define  ≡ ( ). Following the above analysis of equilibrium within a spacing unit,

given  we generate a probability that  = 1 or 0. Given  = (1 2 ) we generate

a probability distribution over  = (1 2 ). Let (|) be the c.d.f. Let −

the vector excluding site . Define 0(̃1 −) to be the distribution over ̃0 given the

constraint that  be the operator at , given − and equilibrium play for all other than

. Analogously define 0(̃ 0 −) for  = 0 given, and otherwise equilibrium play for

other than .

Let

̂ ≡
Z

()(|)
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be the expected value of ’s cost at  given . Define

̂ ≡
X
0 6=

∙Z
10(̃0  0)0(̃0  1 −)−

Z
10(̃0  0)0(̃0  0 −)

¸

This is the expected difference in return added up over all locations 0 besides , of using

the induced distribution over ̃0 given the vector − and given  = 1, to determine the

induced values, differenced from the same value except conditioning on  = 0

Define an approximate density economies equilibrium to be a vector ∗ = (∗ ∗) such

that as defined above

̂ = ∗

̂ = ∗.

3 Implications of the Theory

We use the model to illustrate the channels through which competition can improve lease

terms for landowners. In particular, we illustrate how operator versus operator competition

is stronger than operator versus nonoperator.

For simplicity in this discussion assume there are two firms, 1 and 2. Let 1 = .

We consider one case where 2 =  = ∞, (nonoperator competition) and another where
2 = (symmetric operator competition).

Suppose the firms are otherwise symmetric.

For now ignore stage 1 and assume both firms can participate in all auctions.

Recall there are cost shocks . Let  be the scaling parameter for this distribution such

that if  = 0 there is no ex post cost heterogeneity.

We begin with Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. Suppose (i) 1 = 2 = 0, (ii)  = 0, and (iii)  = 0. Then expected

payments to landowners are the same in case 1 with nonoperator competition as in case 2
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with head-to-head operator competition.

The proof is immediate. Under conditions (i) and (ii), the total return, per acre, is

the same for nonoperators as it is for operators. Under (iii), there is no cost difference

having two possible operators compared to one. Hence overall profit is the same whether

or not there are two potential operators and it doesn’t matter to a firm whether they are

the operator or not. Under the conditions in Proposition 1, a nonoperator as strong a

competitor as second potential operator.

Now consider relaxing conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) individually. We can show analytically

(at least in simple cases) that if any one of these conditions is relaxed, then expect payments

to land owners are strictly higher in case 2 with two operators than in case 1 where one

operator competes with one nonoperator.

A key point is that a model with no density economies, 1 = 2, can not account for

contiguity of firm operators.

4 Data

This section provides an overview of the data. Specifics will be detailed in a future appendix.

The first part discusses oil wells and oil production. The second part discusses spacing units.

The third part provides an overview of leasing information. The final part discusses data

on joint operating agreements and the working interests of the various parties.

4.1 Oil Wells, Production, and Oil Companies

The current boom in North Dakota targets a shale oil formation known as the Bakken. The

land area containing the Bakken oil fields is a region in the northwest corner of the state

containing 15,600 square miles or about 10 million acres. As the region is comprised of ten

counties, we refer to it as the Ten-County Area, depicted in Figure 2.
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Bakken wells are major investments on the order of seven to ten million dollars in up-front

costs to complete. Because the Bakken formation is deep, thin, and highly impermeable,

the drilling procedure features three extensive steps. The first step in is to drill vertically a

depth of two miles to reach the Bakken formation. The second step is to drill horizontally

for typically a mile to two miles. The well is finally completed by a fracking process that

stimulates oil production. Water is pumped into the well at high pressure to fracture the

shale. Millions of pounds of sand are pumped down into the well to keep fractures open

and oil flowing.

The first horizontal, fracture-stimulated, Bakken wells were completed in 2004. As

shown in Table 1, only six wells were completed that year, but in each subsequent years

the rate of development rapidly increased until recently. In 2013, 1,968 new Bakken wells

were completed, an investment of approximately 14 billion dollars. Over the entire ten

year period, 2004-2013, 7,011 Bakken wells were completed in the 10-County Area, and their

footprints are mapped in Figure 2. The average total depth of the wells (the horizontal plus

vertical components) is approximately 19,000 feet. As it is about 10,000 feet to the Bakken

formation, the horizontal portion averages 9,000 feet. More recent wells tend to be longer.

Even accounting for longer wells individual well production has also increased remarkably

over time. Early wells produced less than 10,000 barrels in the first 90 days (see Table 1).

By 2010, 90-day output of new wells increased to over 30,000 barrels. Part of this increase

may be attributable to drilling in areas with higher potential geography. Covert (2014),

however, studies how firms learned to increase well output through changes in the fracking

process, including adding more inputs of sand and water. The second to last column of Table

1 reports total oil output of the Bakken by year. The 287.6 million barrels produced in 2013

exceeds the output of every state besides Texas. The last column shows oil production in

North Dakota other than the Bakken; averaging about 30 million barrels annually over the

period. Bakken output now dwarfs the rest of the state.

Production on each well is controlled by the well’s operator. The operator is determined
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during a well’s permitting process. The identity of the operator can change over the life of

a well through acquisitions. We will focus on the firms listed as the initial operator. There

are 93 different companies who were the initial operator of at least one of the 7,011 Bakken

wells. Table 2 present the top 20 operators, and the number of wells that the companies

were the initial operators on. This table reveals that there are a large number of firms in

this industry and production is much less skewed than in most industries. The largest firm,

Continental Resources has 751 wells, or 11 percent of the total. The second, Whiting comes

just below with 9% and Hess is right after that, also with 9 percent. The 20th ranked firm

Hunt Oil has 108 wells. Recall that these wells can cost 8 million or more dollars, so even

Hess, the 20th ranked firm, has an investment on the order of 800 million dollars. The last

column shows cumulative shares. The fraction of wells operated by a company least as big

as Hunt is 82 percent.

4.2 Spacing Units

As part of the permitting process for a well, there is a regulatory hearing to determine

the spacing unit for the well. Ownership rights in a spacing unit are pooled together in a

compulsory fashion. For example, suppose a spacing unit is a two-mile rectangle. Typically,

such a unit is composed of two sections. Sections are one-mile square mile units that were

delineated by the Public Land Survey System in the 19th century. Oil produced by wells in

a spacing unit is shared on a pro rata basis proportionate to land ownership. For example,

an individual owning the mineral rights of a quarter section of the spacing unit, or 1/8 of

the two combined section, is allocated 1/8 of the oil produced on any well in the spacing

unit, regardless of the specific location in the spacing unit.

From the state we obtain data on the spacing unit for each well. In general a spacing

unit is permitted for multiple well. For much of the analysis the unit will be a section and

we focus on the first well on the section. There are 4050 wells that are the first well on at

least one section. Call these first wells.
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4.3 Leases

Land is either privately owned, or government owned. Leases for government lands, both

federal and state, are sold at auction. The state of North Dakota owns the mineral rights

on 754,000 acres in the Ten-County Area, or 7.5 percent of the total. An unleased tract

of state-owned land becomes leased through the following steps. First, a firm or individual

nominates the tract to be included in the next oil lease auction, which occur once a quarter,

and the tract is allocated to the highest bidder in an ascending auction. The bid is a bonus

price per acre, which is an up front payment to buy the lease. The lease specifies a fixed

royalty rate of 18.75 percent of oil and gas revenues from the area it covers. Leases on

federal land have a similar form but different parameters: the initial lease term is 10 years,

and the royalty rate is 12.5 percent. Auction results are publicly available and we use this

information below. Figure 3 displays average bonus prices per acre over time and how they

compare with oil prices.

The leasing contracts for private land also have the form of (1) an up-front bonus payment

per acre, (2) a fixed royalty rate, (3) a fixed initial lease term. Private land lease terms

are determined by negotiation rather than auction. We have obtained data on lease terms

from DrillingInfo, a standard industry source. This information is gathered from county

records where leases are filed. Public records generally only specify the royalty rate, not

the bonus payments. Table 3 presents the distribution of royalty rate by year. Note that

rate increased from a mean of 15.88 percent in 2004 to 19.01 percent in 2013. This was

driven by the increases in oil prices and productivity. Note that there is variation within a

year. In years 2008 through 2010 when most of the leases were signed, the 25th and 75th

percentiles were 16.67 and 18.75. Define a basis point as .01 percentage points. Over this

period, the spread between the 25th and 75th percentiles was 208 basis points.

When we examine the effects of competition on private land, we will look only at royalty

rates because that is the data available. While in some cases, individual landowners may

trade off a higher bonus payment for a lower royalty rate, we expect that, on average,
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competition operates on both margins. One thing to emphasize is that we conduct the

analysis both for private leases, for which we observe only the royalty, and for public leases,

for which we observe both royalty and the bonus payment, and we obtain similar results.

4.4 Joint Operating Agreements and Working Interests

Companies lease land in an area and at some point one company, usually the one with

the most leased land, initiates proceedings with the state to formally define spacing unit

boundaries and to permit wells for the spacing unit. In the permitting process, the operator

of the well is specified as well as particulars of the well. The various companies with interests

on a spacing unit form a joint operating agreement (JOA). A JOA specifies the working

interest, which is that company’s share of the leased land, of each involved company. A

landowner who chooses not to lease land can choose to join the JOA with the same terms

of the companies who have leased land. (If a landowner chooses not to lease the land, and

not to participate in the JOA, or if company who leased the land chooses not to participate,

the operator may still go ahead with the venture. The nonparticipating individual or firm

does not pay for the well and does not get oil revenue, until a certain revenue is obtained

from its share that more than pays for the nonparticipating firm’s share of cost.)

We have obtained data on working interest shares through the following means. First,

the largest company, Continental Resources, files copies of its JOAs with county offices.

These are available on the web, and we obtain working interests for 309 different JOAs this

way. Second, as part of case filings with the state, companies often report ownership stares

in appendices. (These are called drilling unit cases and pooling cases.) This information

comes up in the proceedings so the state can determine what the majority interests are and

who has standing at the proceedings.

During these proceedings, the leaseholding interests of the various firms are specified.

Often the land shares are reported in the appendices of these cases (called drilling unit and

pooling unit cases). We have gone through all the cases and have obtained whatever share
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information is available. We have share information for 828 different cases.

Finally, to finance wells, companies typically obtain mortgages, with the working interest

share of the well serving as collateral. In some cases mortgage documents are posted with the

county, and we have obtained working interest shares levels for 1,127 different company/well

combinations. This is less useful than the JOA or drilling/pooling cases because in the

latter we see all the shares while with mortgages we see just the share of a particular firm.

However, in some cases the company is the operator, so at least we observe operator’s share

for that particular well.

We focus on the 4,050 initial wells. For these we have matched up the working interest

shares of 1,113 of these wells, or just over a quarter of them. The median working interest

share of the operator is 62 percent. The 25th and 75th percentiles are 43 and 83 percent.

4.5 Operation Borders

Figure 1 illustrates the 7266 sections containing the Bakken wells. Each original operator

is assigned a different color. Notice there are contiguous areas of operations. Part of our

analysis will examine border areas where the operator switches.

For this analysis, we calculate Eight-Section Sequences. These are cases with eight

sections that are arranged in a straight column, running north and south, or eight sections

arranged in a row, running east and west. Define the middle as point 0, and index the

sections by {−35−25−15−05 05 15 25 35}. These are distances in miles of the
midpoint of the sections from the center, with minus meaning on the west side for the row

sequences, and the south side for the column sequences.

Now restrict attention to the following sequences. Require that there be at least one well

on the four middle sections, {−15−5 5 15}. Next require that {−15−05} be operated
by the same firm (denote this the Minus firm and that {05 15} be operated by a different
firm (call this the Plus firm). Hence in these sequences point 0 is an operation border.

Through this procedure we construct 1508 different eight-section sequences, 569 with
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east/west orientation and 939 with north/south orientation. Table 4 presents some summary

statistics by section position in the sequence. The first column is the number of wells. For

the middle four positions, all of the sections have wells by construction. However, the

four extreme positions don’t necessarily have wells (about 1300 of them have wells out of

the 1508). The next column reports the fraction of wells operated by the minus firm by

position. By construction minus firm operates all wells in position {−15−05} none of

wells in {05 15} directly over the border. We see that just over half of the wells in position
{−35−25} are operated by minus. Then if we go past {05 15} 14 percent of the next
sections are operate by minus, so there is some revision. Finally, if we look at the plus firm

shares, we see it is close to symmetric.

For some exercises we report results with placebo eight-section sequences. These are

constructed the same as above, except we require that the four middle positions are all

operated by the same firm. Hence position 0 is not a border. There are 3519 placebo

eight-section sequences, 1560 in east/west orientation and 1959 in north/south orientation.

5 Results

We report four sets of results. The first result uses the information about working interests

to examine who working interests of companies and proximity of nearby wells. The second

examines the connection between working interests and lease terms. The third examines the

connection between lease terms and proximity of nearby wells. Finally, we examine lease

terms at operation borders.

5.1 Working Interests and Well Proximity

We begin by providing evidence that competition between operators spills over across oper-

ation borders. This evidence is Table 5. To construct this we select eight-section sequences

where the minus firm operates all the minus side. We report working interest shares of
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the minus firm and the plus firm by position. Note first that the plus firm’s shares at

{−15−05} equal 62 percent and actually increase to almost 70 percent further in the in-
terior. Next observe that the minus firm’s ownership spillover over across the border, with

around 6 percent nonoperator shares of the adjacent well. Analogously, the plus firm spills

over as a nonoperator on the minus side.

5.2 Lease Terms and Working Interests

Next we consider how lease terms vary with working interest. There are a number of

firms that obtain working interests on wells that never operate wells. They are specialty

companies that obtain land and capital, but do not actually drill wells on the Bakken. We

distinguish these firms from companies that actually drill for oil on the Bakken, in the sense

of being an operator for at least one Bakken well. Define Actual Bakken Oil Company WI

to be the sum total of working interest in a given well over companies that are an operator

for at least one Bakken well. Let the Other Operator Share of Actual Bakken Oil Company

WI be the fraction of this share held by other operators on the Bakken.

Table 6 presents simple regression results. We focus on leases signed over the period

2009 and 2013. Specification 1 regresses the lease terms on only a constant and the Other

Operator Share. For both private land and state land, there is a positive correlation in lease

term and this measure.

As noted earlier, lease terms improved over time, i.e. royalty rates on private land

increased (see Table 3) and bonus prices tended to increase (see Figure 4). The simple

correlation may be an artifact of changes in the Other Operator Share over time. It also

might be related to land quality. Perhaps higher quality land attracts more actual Bakken

oil companies. We add controls for time (the time difference between when the lease was

signed and January 1, 2009) and land quality (the fitted value of first 90 day oil production,

based on fourth degree polynomial in longitude and latitude). Putting these controls in

(specification 2) does diminish the coefficient on Other Operator Share. But, it remains
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positive. The third specification includes the overall Actual Bakken Oil Company WI as a

regressor. The theoretical analysis did not suggest how this might be related to lease terms.

For private lease, the regression coefficient is zero; for state leases it is negative. The main

point we want to emphasize is that including this regressor does not change the conclusion

that the coefficient on Other Operator Share is positive and economically significant.

5.3 Lease Terms and Operation Borders

We examine the relationship between lease terms and the border between changes in operator.

Based on the theory, we hypothesize that lease terms worsen as we move away from the

border. At the border, two firms can efficiently operate the well, by maintaining contiguity.

As we move away from the border, this is less so.

The regressions take the same form as in the previous subsection, but now we focus on

the sample of sections in the defined by eight-section sequences, as constructed above. The

sample is much larger than than for the previous subsection, because we were restricted

to cases where we could find data on working interests, which was a limited sample. In

contrast, for the border analysis, we do not have to confront this data availability limitation.

We take our distance as measured from the centriod of the section. So the distance of

section 05 from the border is .5 miles, for example.

Table 7 reports the results. In specification 1 we include the same controls as table 7.

In specification 2 we add an additional control, the count of neighboring wells within five

miles. This change make little difference. For private leases we estimate that four basis

points per mile as we move away from the border. (The coefficient is -.040 and with an

estimated standard error of .004 is precisely estimated.) For state land, bonus prices fall

about 2.5 percent per mile from the border. Note the magnitude of the results for private

land and state land are very similar, as 4 basis points is 2.4 percent of a 17 percent royalty

rate. Of course one unit is for royalties, the other for bonus payments, but it is nevertheless

interesting that they are so similar.
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Table 8 also reports the results for the placebo case where the middle four sections in the

sequence are all wells operated by the same firm, so there is no actually no border point at 0.

It is useful to consider such a sample because the selection process by which the eight-section

sequences were contructed might be contributing in some way to the border result in ways

that are not readily apparent. The selection process for the placebo is the same as for the

baseline, the only difference is the border. We see from the placebo that there is no effect

on lease terms as we move away from point 0. We conclude that the effects of the movement

away from the border must be related to the difference in ownership at the border.
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Table 1 
Summary Statistics of Bakken Wells 2004-2013 

 

Time Period New Wells 
Completed 

Depth New 
Wells  

(Horz. + Vert.) 
(Mean in 1,000 

feet) 

First 90 Days 
of Production 

(Mean in 1,000 
barrels) 

Oil Production   
(million barrels) 

Bakken 
Wells 

Rest of North 
Dakota 

2004-2013 7,011 19.3 33.3 805.9 305.8

By Year 
     

2004 6 15.8 7.9 0.1 30.7
2005 32 15.4 9.2 0.5 34.8
2006 73 16.7 11.9 1.8 37.8
2007 166 17.4 19.8 7.0 37.8
2008 435 17.7 29.4 26.8 35.5
2009 477 17.9 28.4 49.4 30.0
2010 778 18.6 34.3 85.6 27.0
2011 1,264 19.6 33.9 128.4 24.0
2012 1,811 19.9 33.7 218.8 23.5
2013 1,969 20.1 36.6 287.6 24.6

 
  



Table 2 
Twenty Largest Operators Based on Counts of Bakken Wells 

 

Operator Name 

Count of 
Wells 
Operated 

Share of All 
Bakken Wells 

Cumulative Share of 
Wells Operated by 
Company this Size 
or Larger 

Continental Resources 751 0.11 0.11
Whiting O And G 639 0.09 0.20
Hess 605 0.09 0.28
EOG 509 0.07 0.36
Marathon 391 0.06 0.41
Brigham O And G 383 0.05 0.47
Burlington Resources 297 0.04 0.51
Oasis Petroleum North America 291 0.04 0.55
XTO Energy 249 0.04 0.59
Petro Hunt 244 0.03 0.62
Slawson 186 0.03 0.65
Kodiak O And G 168 0.02 0.67
Newfield Production Company 153 0.02 0.69
Zenergy 135 0.02 0.71
Fidelity E And P 134 0.02 0.73
Samson 128 0.02 0.75
SM Energy 126 0.02 0.77
Oxy USA 125 0.02 0.79
QEP Energy 123 0.02 0.80
Hunt Oil 108 0.02 0.82

 
 

Table 3 
Distribution of Royalty Rates on Private Land by Year Lease Signed 

Year 
Signed 

Number 
of Leases        Mean 

 Standard  
Deviation 

25th 
percentile 

50th 
percentile 

75th 
percentile 

2004 22,539 15.88 1.53 15.00 16.67 16.67
2005 21,902 16.04 1.57 15.00 16.67 16.67
2006 21,488 16.30 1.79 15.00 16.67 16.67
2007 31,670 16.82 1.67 16.67 16.67 17.50
2008 48,462 17.06 1.79 16.67 16.67 18.75
2009 23,043 17.44 1.52 16.67 16.67 18.75
2010 32,664 18.20 1.51 16.67 18.75 18.75
2011 28,144 18.61 1.50 18.00 18.75 20.00
2012 12,032 19.18 1.29 18.75 19.00 20.00



2013 6,324 19.01 1.45 18.75 18.75 20.00
Table 4 

Statistics of Operation Borders and Eight-Section Sequences 
 

Position 
of Section 

Number of 
Sections 

with Well

Percent 
operated by 
Minus Firm

Percent 
operated by 

Plus Firm 
-3.5 1237 51.1 14.4 
-2.5 1287 55.1 13.0 
-1.5 1508 100.0 0.0 
-0.5 1508 100.0 0.0 
0.5 1508 0.0 100.0 
1.5 1508 0.0 100.0 
2.5 1339 13.9 55.0 
3.5 1239 13.8 51.0 

 
 
 

Table 5 
Working Interest by Position, Conditioned on Minus Firm Operating All of Minus Side 

 

Position of 
Section

Working 
Interest of 

Minus Firms

Working 
Interest of 
Plus Firm

-3.5 68.6 3.0
-2.5 70.7 2.9
-1.5 62.0 6.4
-0.5 61.7 7.9
0.5 6.3 62.0
1.5 6.4 63.6
2.5 4.8 46.2
3.5 5.1 43.4

 
 
  



Table 6 
Regression Results 

Empirical Relationship Between Lease Terms and Working Interest Variables 
Leases Signed Between 2009 and 2013 

 
 Private Land 

(Lease Term is Royalty) 
State Land 

(Lease Term is Log Bonus) 
 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Constant 
 
 

18.28 
(.02) 

13.80 
(.12) 

13.79 6.73 
(.07) 

-2.40 
(.51) 

-1.36 
(.52) 

Other Operator 
Share of Actual 
Bakken Oil 
Company WI 
 

1.13 
(.06) 

.33 
(.05) 

.32 
(.06) 

1.05 
(.38) 

.50 
(.28) 

.81 
(.28) 

Actual Bakken 
Oil Company WI 
 

  .01 
(.06) 

  -1.35 
(.20) 

Time  
(since January 1, 
2009 in years) 
 

 .70 
(.01) 

.70 
(.01) 

 1.14 
(.06) 

1.19 
(.06) 

Land Quality 
(Fitted log 90-
day oil output) 
 

 1.07 
(.04) 

1.08 
(.04) 

 2.43 
(.16) 

2.39 
(.16) 

R2 .03 .24 .24 .01 .49 .52 
N 13,669 13,669 13,669 822 822 822 

 
  



 
Table 7 

Regression Results 
Empirical Relationship Beween Lease Terms and Distance from Operator Border 

Leases Signed Between 2009 and 2013 
 

 Private Land 
(Lease Term is Royalty) 

State Land 
(Lease Term is Log Bonus) 

 1 2 Placebo 1 2 Placebo 
Constant 
 
 

15.901 
(.067) 

15.950 
(.067) 

 

15.710 
(.043) 

-.537 
(.210) 

.709 
(.207) 

-1.692 
(.113) 

Distance from Border 
(miles) 
 

-.040 
(.004) 

-.040 
(.004) 

0.000 
(.00007) 

-.028 
(.011) 

-.024 
(.011) 

-.003 
(.007) 

Count Neighboring 
Wells (5 mile radius) 
 

 .007 
(.001) 

.018 
(.001) 

 .032 
(.002) 

.014 
(.001) 

Time  
(since January 1, 
2009 in years) 
 

.623 
(.005) 

.629 
(.005) 

.656 
(.004) 

1.057 
(.018) 

1.127 
(.019) 

1.148 
(.012) 

Land Quality 
(Fitted log 90-day oil 
output) 
 

.519 
(.020) 

.428 
(.022) 

.310 
(.014) 

1.925 
(.061)- 

1.589 
(.065) 

2.039 
(.038) 

R2 .168 .169 .166 .423 .443 .554 
N 79,335 79,335 171,187 5459 5459 12,260 
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Map of Bakken Wells
(7011 Wells Completed 2004-2013)



 
 
 

Figure 3: Oil Price and Bonus prices (per acre) for State Land  
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